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'4 March 21, 1996

MEMORANDUM TO: Attached Distribution List

FROM:'. Laurence E. Phillips, Chief
BWR Reactor Systems Section
Reactor Systems Branch

iDivision of Systems Safety and Analysis |

SUBJECT: SLOW FIVE PERCENT SCRAM INSERTION TIMES CAUSED BY VIT0N
DIAPHRAGMS IN SCRAM SOLEN 0ID PILOT VALVES

i

The purpose of this memorandum is to alert addressees to the recent and on- !

going NRR and BWR licensee actions regarding the exhaust Viton diaphrages in
scram solenoid pilot valves (SSPV). Project managers should expect to receive
written notice from their licensees as to whether they will follow the interim

~irecommendations as stated below. Project managers are requested to forward a
copy of their licensee's response letter to Kerri Kavanagh of DSSA/SRXB for
tracking purposes.

Information Notice 96-07 was issued on January 26, 1996, and discussed recent
occurrences of slower scram insertion times to notch 46, 5 percent insertion, ;

at two BWR plants. General Electric (GE), Automatic Switch Company (ASCO), ;

and the licensee for Vermont Yankee have determined that the slow times i
resulted from adherence of the exhaust Viton diaphragm to the brass valve seat ';

in the Dual-type SSPVs. Viton diaphragms, or a combination of Viton and
Buna-N diaphragms, are installed in the SSPVs of most BWR-2, BWR-3, BWR-4, and
some BWR-5 plants. Several BWR plants have noted the trend toward slower
scram insertion times to notch 46 after about 6 months in service. Most
recently, Brunswick Unit 1 exceeded its technical specification core-wide
average limit for 5 percent insertion as an outcome of this problem.

As a result of these events, NRR contacted the BWROG and requested that an
evaluation of the safety implications of the. slower scram times be performed.
In response to NRR's request, the BWR0G activated its Regulatory Response
Group (RRG) to evaluate the safety significance, develop guidance for BWROG
members, and resolve the problems with the exhaust Viton diaphragms. The
BWROG RRG's evaluation of the slower scram insertion times to notch 46
determined that the safety significance was small but realized that degraded
performance of the SSPVs was occurring.

The BWROG RRG issued interim recommendations to address the Viton SSPV
response time delay issue on February 16, 1996. These interim recommendations {
only apply to BWR plants that use Dual-type SSPVs with Viton exhaust !
diaphragms, not BWR-4, BWR-5, and BWR-6' plants with the T-type SSPVs. |
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Furthermore, the interim recommendations supplement the requirements in each.
.

utility's current technical specifications. The RRG advocated that the'

|- interim recommendations be implemented within 30 days, if practical, but no
.

longer than 60 days from issue of their letter. The RRG guidance is as
' follows:
t

1) Every 60 days of power operation, perform control. rod scram times-

testing on a reference sample of at least 5 percent of the number of4

Viton SSPV control rods in the core, but no less than 5 rods.

2) Every 120 days of power operation, perform control rod scram time.
testing on a representative sample.of at least 10 percent of the number
of Viton SSPV control | rods in the core and 10 percent of the number of

-Buna-N SSPV control. rods in the core. This is in addition to the 60 day
testing.

The results of these tests are then used to calculaise a weighted core-
average scram time for 5 percent insertion. If this weighted average is
greater than the current technical specification limit for 5 percent
insertion scram tire, then the action required by the current-technical
specifications shouid be taken.

3) Perform a-functional test of the Alternate Rod Insertion-(ARI) logic and
valves once per cycle.

Several implications may arise if licensees choose to follow the RRG
recommendations. These may include on-line replacement of exhaust Viton
diaphrages, replacement of diaphragms without testing, and potential plant ;
shutdowns due to weighted core average scram time results. At this time, NRR
does not have a concern with replacements of diaphragms in the HCUs at power q

as long as the-technical specifications are followed. Technical )
specifications allow for a certain number of rods to be inoperable during i
power operations; therefore,' replacements of diaphragms at power should not be !
a problem as long as the technical specification requirements are not .

, |
exceeded. Additionally, the weighted core average proposed by the RRG may be ;

different than- some licensee's interpretation of core-wide average in their |technical specifications. This change in definition may prompt some licensees ;
to shutdown per their technical specifications. j

Two plants in Region I, FitzPatrick and Nine Mile Point 1, have recently l
performed scram time testing under the RRG recommendations. Both plants !

exhibited increased 5 percent scram insertion time due to the exhaust Viton
diaphrages. Currently, the only options available to the industry are to
replace the exhaust Viton diaphragms with new Viton diaphragms or Buna-N, if
available, which should restore the performance of the SSPV for the short
term.
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On February 23, 1996, the BWROG RRG issued a letter to the BWR Owners' Group
Executives notifying them of the staff's request for a written response to the
NRC regarding the viton issue. This response should detail how the licensee
intends to address the RRG interim recommendations. The staff expects the
licensee responses within 30 to 60 days of the February 23, 1996 letter.
Project managers are requested to ask their licensees about the requested
letter if not received within this time frame.

Technical Contacts: Kerri Kavanagh, SRXB
David Skeen, OECB -

Patricia Campbell, EMEB

DOCUMENT NAME: G:\VITON-IN.DRP
T2 . ..n .e um 4 e. mme m ai. we c = copy wnhout .ttachmenUenclosure JC = Copy with attachment / enclosure 'N' = No copy

0FFICE DSSA:SRXBn DSSA:SRXB 0- DSSA: Sips'|f' C- |
NAME JHarti4M KKavanagh G C LPhilTipi
DATE 3/D/9dP 3rD/96 3/t21/96
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